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Hello everyone,
Well, after a difficult start to the year as the new “quiet” chairman, our meetings were
suddenly cut short by COVID 19 and not knowing when we would be able to return to
our club room back at Wyllyotts.
So, while lockdown took hold and we started watching TV episodes of “The
Avengers”, old films and soaps, the committee began to discover Zoom.
Most of us struggle with new technology at the best of times, but through trial and
error and practice with our initial free 50 minutes, the hard core of the club started to
get the hang of it. Now, with Andrew Tweed subscribing to Zoom, we are limitless for
time at meetings and presentations!
Of course, it can never replace the joy and experience of watching our films together
on the big screen, with our critical and sometimes hot debates, but until we are able
to return to Wyllyotts, social media has rescued all of us who want to, and can, use it
to meet “virtually”
With an updated Zoom programme by Potters Bar FilmMakers until next March listed
on the final pages, enjoy this excellent Autumn News Letter by Max.
Andrew Saunders
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“Unclassified Film Competition” Thursday 9th July 2020
There were five entries for this year’s Unclassified Film Competition held on Zoom and
organised by Andrew Tweed. All the entries were loaded onto YouTube or Vimeo and the
links to each film were emailed out to all the club members so they could watch and
score them before the evening. Eleven members awarded each film a percentage vote.
Twelve club members joined on Zoom to discuss the films and the results were
announced at the end of the session.
The first film was made by James Englefield in the Graduate section and was called “The
drill that went wrong” https://youtu.be/T-4_EuHyUTE The film ran 2:06 minutes and
showed James drawing his title sequence and then animating a scene from “Dad’s Army”
with mice playing the characters to the original sound track. Members liked the
animation and the movement achieved. It was noted that the sound volume dropped
during the second part of the film.
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The other four films were entered in the Advanced section. “Welcome to Johnton”
https://vimeo.com/435282501 was made by John Astin and ran 8:05 minutes. It showed
his model railway and was designed for enthusiasts. The film includes static shots of the
model, animated trucks moving and close ups with limited depth of focus on the small
trains. John also included station announcements. Members were impressed by the
attention to detail but felt the film to be a little long with so many stills before the trains
began to move.

The third film shown was “Home-made Senheiser shock mount”
https://youtu.be/BPLJxHds7r8 by Andrew Tweed. The film ran 7:20 minutes and it
showed how Andrew had designed and made a custom built shock absorber for his
microphone using scrap materials that he had available during “Lockdown”. It was in the
style of a YouTube demonstration film with clear instructions and camera work.
Members noted that the sound and narration were very clear. The designed and
production of the mount were well filmed.
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The penultimate film was “Vampire” https://youtu.be/cUz8_e8nZMc made by Max
Bender and ran 3:05 minutes. It was filmed at Chessington World of Adventures on their
oldest roller coaster using an “Apeman” Go Pro style camera on the front seat of the ride
and a traditional video camera from the ground looking up at the ride. Members liked the
movement and feel of the ride as it ran from beginning to end, and most liked the music
which was in the style of that used on the ride. The quality of the pans from the ground
as the ride passed overhead and the dissolves were commented on.

Enjoying the ride!
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The final film was “International Kite Festival” https://youtu.be/01ws8HFKSPQ by
Andrew Sunders and the film ran 4:22 minutes. It was filmed at Southsea, Portsmouth
and showed many huge fun kites being flown against a cloudy sky. The music, “The ride
of the Valkyries” by Wagner, was used as a sound track. Most members liked the music
but wished more people shots had been included.

The results were;
1st “Welcome to Johnton” by John Astin (75.6%)
2nd “Home-made Senheiser shock mount” by Andrew Tweed (72.6%)
3rd “International Kite Festival” by Andrew Saunders (67%)
4th “Vampire” by Max Bender (64.7%)
5th “The drill that went wrong” by James Englefield (61.8%) - Graduate winner
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“Tea and Chat” Zoom meeting Thursday 23rd July 2020
Thirteen members of Potters Bar FilmMakers met on Zoom to chat during the one and a
half hour video call. Three more members sent apologies as they were not able to take
part in this session.
Robert Ginter talked about his family holiday in his caravan on the Isle of Wight, and
Andrew Saunders showed some books on the career of David Lean that he had been lent
by Geoff Glover. His film “Ryan’s Daughter” was discussed and Andrew will be presenting
a Zoom evening on the work of David Lean.

Bob Chester said he had been sorting through many old family photos and Max Bender
said he and his wife are travelling up to London to visit the National Gallery, on the train
and tube, for the first time since February. Many places and restaurants have not yet
reopened and gallery visits have to be pre booked on line. They plan to walk on the South
Bank and also shop at Borough Market.
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Ed Kinge talked about, and demonstrated, a deep tissue percussive massager that has
significantly helped his pain management for his shoulders. He recommends it to anyone
who might need similar treatment.

Christine Collins described her first shopping trips into Enfield and using a mask, a first
trip into the new normal life that we now live. She also read a poem about life since
lockdown in March. Daphne Brown read a humorous description of “Facebook for the
elderly”
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Eric Jukes shared technical concerns he has about our next Zoom meeting with Paul Kittel
and John Astin offered to contact Paul to seek clarification and share information with us.
Leo Howard also tried to share a video link with the group to practice the technique. John
then talked about buying and installing his very first washing machine recently and how
he had previously washed his clothes in the bath and shower during lockdown!
Penny Love talked about her cat Bumbles and how he copes with having extra toes on
each foot. He has decided to become a vegetarian and will now will only eat fish
flavoured food. Phil Elmer told us how his virtual choir have been practicing “A
Policeman’s lot is not a Happy One” from “The Pirates of Penzance”. A varied and
interesting evening together, but apart.
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Leicester Square film statues
Leicester Square has always been the location where UK film premieres take place. The
Odeon and the Empire Cinemas regularly host them, with the stars of the films walking
down the red carpet while fans cheer and hope for autographs. Some time ago Helen and
I attended the premier of “Shakespeare in Love” at The Empire, thanks to Chickenshed
Theatre, and it will probably be our only opportunity to walk down the red carpet and sit
with the stars at a film premiere.
The centre of Leicester Square has had a statue of Shakespeare since 1874 and more
recently a statue of Charlie Chaplin, which has now been given an improved plinth and
position in the Square. To celebrate the 350th anniversary of Leicester Square in February
2020, some more iconic film characters have been cast in bronze and positioned around
the gardens for visitors to enjoy. On our first visit back into London since lockdown, we
finally got to see them in July.
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We particularly liked the “Mr Bean” and “Paddington the Bear” statues as they are
seated on benches in the centre of Leicester Square and we were able to sit next to
them. The statues are on permanent display for tourists to enjoy as they return to visiting
London again.
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You do have a say in the organ donation system
The organ donation system changed earlier this year but I haven't seen any publicity
about it and I am a member of the British Heart Foundation.
Up to the change, one had to OPT IN if one wanted to make available the removal of any
organ when one died.
THIS HAS NOW CHANGED and it is now "deemed consent" that any of your organs may
be removed UNLESS YOU OPT OUT.
If you wish to "OPT OUT" or to read more go to organdonation.nhs.uk
Bob Chester

Tony Loader
Hazel Loader has been in touch with Bob Chester to say that club member Tony has had
some health issues this year and had a spell in hospital in August with breathing
difficulties. He is responding to treatment and they hope to visit the club again sometime
in the future.

Paul Kittel - film maker 6.8.2020
Paul Kittel’s father was a stalwart at what is now Harrow FilmMakers, so Paul grew up in
an amateur film making family, and then successfully bridged the gap into the
professional world.
He is now a BAFTA nominated TV & corporate film director who has produced & directed
documentaries, current affairs and children’s programmes in places such as Iraq, the
Egypt/Gaza border, the Brazilian favelas, the Amazon rainforests and the Washington
White House.
He’s worked on Channel 4’s “Unreported World” and “Embarrassing Bodies”, and on
CBeebies’ BAFTA winning series “Do You Know?” Recently, he made the documentary
“Railways of the Holocaust” with Chris Tarrant and the film is now on permanent show in
the Yad Vashem Museum in Jerusalem. In the last few months, he’s agreed to become a
Patron of the IAC.
Paul joined thirteen club members via Zoom to give a pre-recorded illustrated talk. He
used a series of railway journeys and interviews with Holocaust survivors to tell the story
of events before and during World War 2.
The film “Railways of the Holocaust” began with Chris talking to camera about the
purpose of the film and how railways were a vital part of the Nazi plan to move troops
and prisoners from country to country and to the death camps. This set the serious tone
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of this “stand alone” film from a series of more light hearted journeys. Paul showed
excerpts from the video to illustrate how the shooting script had been planned in great
detail. After the preparatory reading, locations, rail journeys, archive footage and
individuals to be interviewed, had been put together into a shooting script.
The film was made chronologically and was designed to be engaging to viewers. Paul
decided to use Auschwitz in Poland, and a Jewish ghetto in Czech, as locations, and
interviews with survivors, all linked by a train journey across Europe.

The book by Erak Hersh, “A detail of History”, was the basis for interviews with the
author in the film, as Erak revisited some of the locations he had been in as a child. The
film showed footage from places as they are now, and historic photographs and amateur
film from the time, to tell the story. Paul noted how this amateur footage is now a very
important historical document. He also used a book called “Helga’s diary” written and
illustrated by a lady who was taken to a ghetto/prison camp.
Planning a rail route that told the story was difficult but Paul decided to begin in
Nuremburg in 1935 when Jews lost civil rights, and then travel to Prague to continue the
story of the Nicholas Winton trains to take Jewish children away to safety in the UK and
also those families travelling in the other direction to camps. The film then moved to
Berlin to tell more about the use of railway locomotives to move people and equipment
about. Some of these engines are still in use today.
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The film then moved to interview Erak Hersh in Poland and on the railway in Auschwitz.
Chris Tarrant did pieces to camera and Paul added historic photos to describe what
happened to the Jews as they disembarked from the trains.
After the film finished, Paul discussed the production with club members. Daphne
commented on the use of original b/w photos from various sources. John liked the tram
dissolving into historic material. Paul said he had a sound operator, 2nd camera operator,
assistant producer and Chris Tarrant in his crew. Filming took ten days in two blocks. Paul
used two Canon cameras, Go Pros, phones, tripods, LED lights and 2 channel light weight
recording equipment.
Jacques told us that his father had died in Auschwitz. It was a “them and us”
environment. The Germans are now keen to be honest and tell the history of what
happened through education and visits to the camps. Max and his family have visited
Auschwitz. Everyone thanks Paul for a very interesting and moving video and discussion.
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Chris Tarrant and Erak Hersh filming at Auschwitz on the rail line into the death camp.

An email from Bernard Ashby, in Australia, regarding the Zoom by Paul Kittel
Hi Andrew,
Thanks so much for the invitation (to join the Zoom), but it was of course for 5 am Sydney
time and that's a bit of an early 'call' for me, especially since, although approaching 80
years-of-age, I am continuing at the moment to have a really busy time with a feature
documentary going through the edit suite and also some parallel work as an exam
supervisor at a local school, something I've been doing for well over ten years alongside
any film work that turns up for both Jackie and me.
Also, I joined the Society in the mid-50s only a few years after it was founded and I feel
that the way that PBCS has morphed into PBCVS and now PBFM speaks for the resilience
of the society, so it is more important to be looking forwards rather than back. With a
move away from Potters Bar to Ealing in the 80s (to be close to our BBC work) and then
migrating to Australia in the mid-90s, my most enjoyable time within the society seems
almost in another life.
I shall always remember those good times however, especially the popular Public Film
Shows, and would like you to pass on my very good wishes to those still 'in the frame' and
simply say - as always - Vale Potters Bar cineastes (whatever the current label).
Yours cinecerely,
Bernard (Ashby)
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Breaking News
It is with sadness that I have to mention the loss of a few further local businesses
around our town;
The bra manufacturer has gone bust,
The specialist submersibles have gone under,
The manufacturer of food blenders has gone into liquidation,
A dog kennel has had to call in the retrievers,
The supplier of paper for origami enthusiasts has folded,
The Heinz factory has been canned as they couldn’t ketchup with orders,
The tarmac laying company has reached the end of the road,
The bread company has run out of dough,
The clock manufacturer has had to wind down and gone cuckoo,
The Chinese has been taken away,
The shoe shop has had to give his staff the boot,
The launderette has been taken to the cleaners,
The pet shop has gone to the dogs,
The butchers had the chop,
The green grocers is in a vegetative state,
The venetian blind shop has closed, so its curtains for us all,
The wall paper shop has taken a pasting,
The fish and chip shop has been battered,
The florists are now pushing up the daisies,
The milkman has lost his bottle and finally, the bread man is toast.
However, the swimming pool will reopen next week, but due to Social Distancing
rules, there will be no water in lanes 1, 3 and 5!

Christine Collins (from G.F. Smart)
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Filming Challenges – Max Bender
On Thursday 20th August 2020, Max Bender led a Zoom meeting with 13 participants to
look at, and discuss, some common challenges when making films. The presentation was
pre-recorded on YouTube with clips to demonstrate the issues. After welcoming
everyone, Max explained that getting the sound level consistent between clips and
commentary had been tricky and then everyone watched the 33 minute presentation.
Max looked at issues around the weather, movement and lack of movement in videos,
people, lack of people, distance from the subject, timing to music, films, covering similar
subjects to the films of others, narration to camera, “one chance” filming and coping with
the unexpected!
After watching the video, there was a discussion about the issues raised. Wind noise was
talked about and John showed the cover he has on his movie camera, held in place by
Velcro, to reduce this issue. A piece of tape or a sock can be used on a mobile phone.
Christine said that a mix of original sound, recordings of sounds and music was often best
if the original sound was not of suitable quality.
Daphne commented on the “Beth Chatto” film that the close ups of flowers enhanced
the movie, and pans provided more movement but the stillness and peace of the location
was very important.

Bob liked the choice of music for each film and Ed particularly liked the movement of the
ride in “Vampire”, which made you feel you were on board and being thrown from side
to side.
It was noted that filming of fireworks was difficult as the colours bleached out unless the
camera was set on manual and an extra camera could be used to film the excitement of
the audience. Successful “night filming” is possible with movie cameras as in “Lumiere
London” The evening ended at 9.15pm and Max was thanked for preparing the video of
clips for discussion.
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FILM TO A RECORD OR POEM COMPETITION - 3RD SEPTEMBER 2020
FROM YOUR ROVING REPORTER

CASCADES BY JOHN ASTIN….Was filmed in The Krka National Park, Croatia, and
showed lovely waterfalls, as near as possible, cut to the ‘tinkling’ sounding music that we
heard. It showed many falls from different angles and levels of the water cascading down
and along. Crystal clear shots of the water and you almost could feel the water splashing
on your skin. People were walking over a bridge with the water rushing underneath and we
then saw people in swimming costumes in the water at the bottom of some of the falls.
Nice and calm feeling even though there must have been hundreds of tons of water
involved. https://vimeo.com/user10252935

FILM TO A RECORD BY ED KINGE...This felt as if it was part documentary and part
Film to a Record as started off with Ed giving us some information about the singer KAY
STARR. She started singing at the age of 10 and sang with some very famous ‘big bands’
over the years. She died at the age of 94 in 2016 but was still singing well into her later
years. The song was ‘Wheel of Fortune’ and those of us who are a bit on the more mature
side could remember it and the words, (I was singing along as I was only 11 at the time it
was recorded). The film was made up of shots at all angles of a roulette wheel spinning
and we watched to see where the white ball would end up in which slot. film to a
record.mp4
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Kay Starr
MARY IN THE MORNING BY ANDREW SAUNDERS, This song was sung by Al
Martino and filmed in a Pastoral Centre in the Philippines. We saw huge statues of Jesus
and Mary, along with soldiers etc., and which looked as if they had been carved from
wood and painted in muted colours, no doubt helped by being out in all weathers. It was
‘the story’ of Christ and the Crucifixion with the statues in the various stages along the
route to the cross. Lovely big close-ups of the faces of the statues and as it was raining it
gave the effect of tears on their faces. Even if you are not a religious person I think it
would be a very moving experience to be there. I felt that it would make a very interesting
documentary. Maybe Andrew has this in mind for a later film.
https://youtu.be/vHq0M1uHVzY
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THE AQUARIUM BY MAX BENDER. We saw lots of fish of all different shapes,
sizes, colours and breeds, swimming about ‘happily’ in one of the Sea Life centres tanks.
The music fitted very well with what we saw on the screen and I wondered if the piano
music, written by Camille Saint-Saens, was composed especially for the film or was it the
other way round. Apparently not as John said it was a very well-known artist. You need to
see the film to appreciate how well the pictures and music complimented each other, (well,
I thought so), and made it much more interesting than just watching fish in a tank.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0aLxtk3DAec

FRINTON - SUMMER 2020 BY ANDREW TWEED TO THE SONG ‘BY THE
BEAUTIFUL SEA’ SUNG BY THE MELLOMEN. This was a typical happy day at
the seaside with everyone enjoying being ‘out and about’ again after the restrictions of C
19. Kids and Grown – Ups on a lovely beach building sand castles, digging in the sand,
going into the sea and generally doing what people do when they are on a beach, we even
saw people on the dodgems. A BBQ, which looked delicious, was there too. The film had
the perfect ending of a photo of Andrew and all the family leaning on the sea wall having
had a brilliant day together. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sa4PHKcM_G8&t=1s
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GRAFFITTI BY ERIC JUKES. Eric always puts lots of information either at the start
or end of his films and this one was filmed on his iPhone 6. We saw lots of stills of graffitti
on the buildings in Bagnolet, a suburb of Paris, done by the artist Cyril Kongo. I must
admit that I couldn’t understand the words, others said the same thing, but may have been
in a foreign language, but the pictures showed the talent, if you call it that, of these type of
artists. Banksy comes to mind, though these were not in his league, but still clever. Some
of it was filmed at night and people walking along the streets. It was a well filmed and
very unusual subject.
https://youtu.be/byCaHGCmAOQ or https://vimeo.com/453852377

HELTER SKELTER BY ERIC JUKES SUNG BY THE BEATLES. Eric had shown
this before but there was a problem with the sound and we couldn’t ‘view’ it properly so
was good to watch it as a complete film this time. A Helter Skelter was put up in Norwich
Cathedral, maybe a couple of years ago, and many people went there to have a go on it.
We also saw people laying on the floor taking photos of the beautiful ceiling and other
parts of the building. Eric, brave man, decided to also have a go on it but as the mats were
very short, he and other adults found it awkward fitting on them. However, when you are
that determined you just get on and do it. Eric not only rode the slide but took some film at
the same time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
https://vimeo.com/453493346 or https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eB1N4oxx99z8lYD-
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WISH YOU WERE HERE BY ERIC JUKES AND SUNG BY CLEO LAINE. This
one was filmed in the late 1970s on 35mm. He made it originally for an Audio Visual
presentation and shows several post cards mixed in with the stills to look as if they are also
post cards. It showed things such as kids eating ice cream, deck chairs, spades hanging up
ready to sell, shell fish stalls, people in deck chairs, even the litter being collected at the
end of the day. The song sounded quite sad but she was obviously missing the person she
was singing to. https://youtu.be/V-hsoV0uso4 or https://vimeo.com/453358661
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It was really good to have so many entries despite the current difficulties so thanks to
everyone who entered.
Film to a Record –
Competition 2020
Results
Film

Film Maker

Frinton Summer 2020
Cascades
Film to a Record
Helter Skelter
The Aquarium
Mary in the Morning
Wish you Were Here
Graffiti

Andrew Tweed
John Astin
Ed Kinge
Eric Jukes
Max Bender
Andrew Saunders
Eric Jukes
Eric Jukes

75.2
75.0
64.2
60.3
59.8
57.1
56.5
53.2

What do I Like about Editing?
A Zoom presentation by Christine Collins on 17.9.2020
Until Video editing came in, my answer would have been NOTHING!
I didn’t like editing! In fact I Hated it!
The trouble is that I like to work FAST…..as fast as my brain goes…
I like to experiment and with the early film editing this was not always possible.
I started making films, on film, both std.8mm. and super8mm.
To edit and add sound to your films in those days was extremely difficult.

***Piles of little yellow packets from Kodak would arrive containing your
rolls of film……..no sound of course!

** (viewer)
You looked at your footage on a viewer, like this. Now,
in order to join one shot to another, on film, you had to use a ‘splicer’ like this.
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****(splicer) This is actually a 16mm splicer…but it’s the same principle.
Splicers worked then (before tape splicing) by ‘cementing’ the 2 pieces of film together.
The 2 pieces of film were overlapped at a point of a sprocket hole.

******Trimmed:

Each piece was ‘trimmed’

***** Scrape
Then one edge was scraped, and ******cement was added. ******The other piece was

clamped own and you waited for about 20 secs. or more.
You went
through this process each time you made a join!!
If you wanted to change your mind….you soon realised that you couldn’t go back to the
shot as it was….because in making the join you have shortened the shot! So you have
lost that footage. This also meant, of course, that you couldn’t use the same shot twice (as
we can now)…….so you had to be absolutely sure, when you cut your film, that that was
the right place and was exactly what you wanted……..in a way it was good discipline,
because a film needs a lot of thinking about….think, think, think!
The sound, of course, was another problem because you were using a separate tape
recording on ¼” tape with poor synching ability.

**** P8 proj. I used a Eumig P8 projector to start with…. with
any sound running from a tape recorder …..running wild, of course.
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****Phonomatic Later I bought a Phonomatic projector which
had a facility on the back which promised to give you a synchronised soundtrack.
And, indeed, it did. It worked by being linked to a ¼” tape machine

****(tape recorder) The tape ran at a speed of 3 ¾ inches per
second. This was equal to the film projector running at 18 frames per second…….with
the projector speed set at ‘max’….and with the tape running round the back control unit

………the tape machine was able to ‘govern’ the projector. And with a
start mark on the tape and one on the film you were almost guaranteed running in ‘loose’
sync each time.
Now, when Sound on Film arrived….it had its own problems! You could film and
record at the same time, yes…but when it came to editing….because of the way a sound
projector worked….the sound for a certain picture was not alongside that picture! It was
alongside the piece of film that had already gone through the projector, as the sound head
was located in a lower position than the picture gate! Are you still with me? This would
naturally make cutting with accuracy..difficult!
So, now you can see why I didn’t really like editing….so many obstacles!
So each method was a bit hit and miss and you made films in a way that was tailored to
the capabilities.
An early film-to-a-record (not std.8 but super 8mm) was ’IF’, sung by Telly Savalas

George Farley,
a member of the club, and his daughter, were the stars.
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_______
We then progressed to VIDEO. Video editing, then, worked by copying the scene you
wanted onto a virgin tape…and build up your film shot by shot. You had to set the (VHS
or SVHS) machine onto Record/pause at the ‘in’ point for the next shot. Go to your
camera, find the shot you want to ‘insert’, run down and when you reached that shot, you
would take off the pause on the master machine! Difficult or what!!!??? Later, of course
there were little machines that sorted this out for you…….
But with the arrival of video (SVHS or Video 8mm or Hi8mm, I had a Hi8mm camera) at
last I was able to record at the same time as shooting, so I was able to interview
people……
The first film that I made this way was “The Man on the Beach”.
Suddenly films could look a bit more professional….

Filmed on Sheringham Beach
in Norfolk. The ‘Man’ inspecting the sea defences for damage.
Adding ‘voice over’ or music at this stage was still an added difficulty, which I won’t go
into now….
Suffice to say that the freedom that we now have, generally speaking, from the many
technicalities, enables us to concentrate on the film itself…the timing, the shape…the
content and so on…..
Of course computer editing has its own problems,…mainly understanding how to master
the many facilities available. But generally, like so many things, less is more. But the
facilities are there if there is a good reason to use them.
But I found that I could now edit complicated dialogue scenes quite well….I won’t say it
was easy…but it was possible!
The first film of that type I edited was the Triangle film The Way Forward… about a
‘new’ thing, called….a SAT NAV!
This was very complex for such a simple film. The story involved 3 people driving along
in a car and having a conversation. Each person in the car was filmed separately, of
course. So each scene was shot 3 times for each character. These, then, had to be cross
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edited to form natural conversations. It was edited on my trusty Pinnacle Liquid Edition
program…….a wonderful program!!

Video editing has given us the freedom to produce professional results with ease.
Here is the start, on the TIMELINE, of my latest film (still at the editing stage) The
Appeal of WW1

The control and the timing of each cut and the shape and build of a film is so easily done
now, that I actually ENJOY EDITING!
So now I enjoy video editing because….
Control…Quickness of working.
Not constricted by technicalities
Gives a Professional finish
Freedom of choice…allowing experimentation!
A last thought: perhaps if I hadn’t gone through all the trials of past editing systems I
wouldn’t have appreciated my editing system today.

So…… What do I like about Editing? ….Well, all of the above!
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Roy Wainwright Trophy 2020 between Potters Bar FilmMakers &
Wanstead & Woodford Film Makers
Hosted by PBFM on Thurs.Oct.1st @ 7.45pm (Zoom)
PBFM gave Wanstead & Woodford Film Makers 6 categories, they then chose 4 (see
below)
The Judge was Ben Simon. Ben, having seen the films a few days before, joined us on
Zoom to give us the result of the competition.
We thank Ben very much for the work involved in judging our competition.
List of categories/films from PBFM:
Scary:
“Vampire” by Max Bender
Back in Time
“A Moment in Time” by Christine Collins
*Documentary:
“Avoiding the Bombs” by John Astin
Film to a Record (music) “I’m Walkin” by Ed Kinge
*Joker:
“Avoiding the Bombs”
Links for PBFM:
YouTube link to "Vampire" is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUz8_e8nZMc
Vimeo link to “A Moment in Time” is: https://vimeo.com/455495572
Vimeo Link to “Avoiding the Bombs” is: https://vimeo.com/412824516
YouTube Link to “I'm Walkin” is: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iwel7uL-gM0

List of categories/films for Wanstead &Woodford:
*Scary:
“The Ghost of Church Hall” by club members
Back in Time:
“Jack the Ripper” by Arthur Gatcombe
Documentary:
“Ada Cole Donkey Sanctuary” by Arthur Gatcombe
Film to music
“Tulips from Amsterdam” by Brenda Granshaw
*Joker:
“The Ghost of Church Hall”
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YouTube Links for W&W
Scary:

“The Ghost of Church Hall” is https://youtu.be/6sAqWP3lAEc

Back in Time:

“Jack the Ripper-The Facts” is https://youtu.be/SRhct-f8dfc

Documentary:

“Ada Cole Rescue Centre” is https://youtu.be/Xer5VOFvI-0

Film to a Record

“Tulips from Amsterdam” is https://youtu.be/JPtvTZCGFJ4

Sixteen members joined the Zoom from both clubs. Ben began by giving us an interesting
tour of his basement theatre which seats up to 22 people and his library of films. He told
us he watched both films from each category and made notes for the evening.

“Scary” Ben liked the “Vampire” music but did not find the film scary (2 points). He noted
the poor acting in “”The ghost of Church Hall” but liked the effects and humour of
‘kicking the bucket’ (3 points).
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“Back in time” Ben liked the commentary, music and fun explanation of the still photos in
“A moment in time” (3 points). He found the “Jack the Ripper” research interesting (DNA
testing on a shawl suggests the murderer was Aaron Kosminski, a 23 year old Polish
barber) but noted that the narration voice over was not effective (2 points).
“Documentary” Ben enjoyed “Avoiding the bombs” lots of period stills, footage of
Clapham South Deep Level Shelter and the film was well set to music (3 points). “Ada
Cole donkey Sanctuary” had nice photos but he felt ‘Born Free’ was not appropriate
music (2 points)
“Film to Music” Ben liked the colour and shots from Keukenhof in “Tulips from
Amsterdam” (3 points). He felt “I’m walkin” needed more variety of shots (2 points).
This gave a draw (even including the Jokers) and Ben said it was 50/50 as to who should
win. He chose Wanstead and Woodford as he felt “The Ghost of Church Hall” should be
recognised as a club film, like the ones he used to be involved in with his father, and that
this film followed the amateur film making tradition of club productions.
Ben was thanked for his work as judge. Christine Collins was thanked for organising the
competition and writing the poster from which the film information and links were taken
for this article.

PBFM Programme Oct.2020-Mar.2021
Held on Zoom. Start time 7.45pm
(Subject to change)
2020
Oct.1st

Roy Wainwright Competition with Wanstead & Woodford
Moviemakers

“

15th

The films of David Lean with Andrew Saunders

“

29th

More Green Screen ideas from Andrew Tweed

Nov.12th

Competition: Documentary (details for entering will be given
nearer the time.)
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Nov 26th

AGM: Reports of the past year’s activities and chance to have your
say on the future.

Dec. 10th

Xmas festivities & the 70th Anniversary (Potters Bar Film Society
formed 1950) help mark this milestone!

2021
Jan.21st

Competition: Variable Subject (Subject: “Surprise!”)

Feb. 4th

Selection of films from the IAC Library

Feb.18th

Anatomy of a Holiday Film

Mar. 4th

Pot Luck! Put your film in the ‘lucky dip’ for showing.

“

18th

Competition: Holiday Film

***********************
Further details of our Zoom meetings are shown on the Potters Bar FilmMakers Facebook
page, which is regularly updated with information on the next Zoom presentation!
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All articles written by the editor unless credited otherwise, with grateful
thanks to all the contributors and “Roving Reporter” Penny Love, who
also proof reads each edition.

Distribution Dates for Next Newsletter.
Please send your articles or comments for inclusion
In the Winter Newsletter to:The PBFM Editor – Max Bender

bender@screaming.net
by the following dates:Last dates for Hard Copy Input to the editor 4th December 2020
Last dates for Contributions by e-mail 11th December 2020
(WORD documents, font 14, with JPEG photographs separately)
E-mail and Hard Copy Distribution date 18th December 2020
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